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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider the problem of eCommerce comparison
shopping agents (shopbots) that are limited by capacity constraints.
In light of the phenomenal increase both in demand for price com-
parison services over the internet and in the number of opportu-
nities available in electronic markets, shopbots are nowadays re-
quired to improve the utilization of their finite set of querying re-
sources. In this paper we introduce PlanBot, an innovative shopbot
which uniquely integrates concepts from production management
and economic search theory. PlanBot aims to maximize its effi-
ciency by dynamically re-planning the allocation of its querying
resources according to the results of formerly executed queries and
new arriving requests. We detail the design principles that drive
the PlanBot’s operation and illustrate its improved performance (in
comparison to the traditional shopbots’ First-Come-First-Served
(FCFS) query execution mechanisms) using a simulated environ-
ment which is based on price datasets collected over the internet.
Our encouraging results suggest that the design principles we ap-
ply have the potential of being used as an infrastructure for various
implementations of future comparison shopping agents.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.4.4 [ Electronic Commerce]: [Autonomous agents]

General Terms
Economics

Keywords
Shopbots, Comparison Shopping Agents

1. INTRODUCTION
The continuous growth in the number of retailers and virtual

stores over the internet, has brought a phenomenal increase in the
number of opportunities available for consumers in electronic mar-
ketplaces. In an effort to fully exploit this richness of opportunities,
small-volume buyers and individuals adopt the use of autonomous
agents for enhancing their buying experience. Recent research has
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suggested many applications in which agents can be used in or-
der to facilitate consumer-related activities over the different stages
of the consumer’s buying experience [11]. Specific emphasis has
been placed on the integration of software agents into the Merchant
brokering stage. In this stage the buyer searches for sellers who
offer a specific desired product [12]. This can be facilitated by
many commercial comparison-shopping agents (shopbots) that can
be found over the Web (e.g., PriceScan.com, Shopping.com, MySi-
mon.com). The main advantage of comparison-shopping agents
(shopbots), in this context, is in their capability to automatically
query multiple vendors, searching for price information on desired
goods and present it in a consolidated and compact format [10].

While the implementation of shopbots can be based on main-
taining a database of prices (i.e., storing the price in which each
seller is selling a given product), it is definitely not the preferred
option. This is due to the ever-increasing frequency of price up-
dates in electronic markets nowadays. This phenomena has empir-
ical evidence in literature [2] and is also well supported in theory.
For example, dynamic pricing theories suggest that sellers can ben-
efit from re-pricing their goods as often as possible based on their
observations of the competitors’ prices [10]. Alternatively, E-retail
managers may use “hit and run” sales strategies undertaking short-
term price promotions at unpredictable intervals - a method shown
to be effective and widely used [2]. Therefore a reliable shopbot is
expected to use real-time querying of electronic merchants (rather
than retrieve price data from a formerly collected price database)
upon the arrival of price comparison requests from its users.

As any computer based entity, shopbots have a limited query-
ing capacity: the shopbot can maintain a finite number of queries
concurrently. The limit derives from the number of communication
channels (ports) it can maintain/support simultaneously.1 Current
shopbots that query prices in real-time usually maintain a list of po-
tential electronic merchants for each product. Upon the arrival of a
request the shopbot queries all these merchants and returns a list of
price quotes. This strategy produces good results when the query-
ing capacity exceeds demands. Alas, the expected increase both
in the number of electronic merchants offering any specific prod-
uct and in the demand for shopbots services2 suggest that shop-
bots are continuously proceeding to a point where demand (even
temporarily) will exceed capacity. Whenever the latter scenario
occurs, some of the requests will remain unanswered or partially

1Making use of the users’ resources (e.g., execute queries from their com-
puters) is infeasible in this business application since it requires the installa-
tion of several of the shopbot’s core components as an add-on to the clients
and partially reveals proprietary information that the shopbot holds.
2The comparison shopping market is growing at 30% year-on-year. The
estimate is that retail-focused comparison shopping engines made in the
UK only, totalled between £120m and £140m in revenue during 2005 [8].



answered (either due to timeouts in the TCP/IP connection to the
shopbot or because of impatient users who are not willing to wait
so long for results). For example, assume that three requests for
comparative price quotes arrive at the same time from 3 different
users, for 3 different products: a music CD, a printer tuner car-
tridge and a scanner (specific brand and model), respectively. Let’s
assume that the shopbot knows about 20 different merchants sell-
ing each of these 3 products, and that its overall querying capacity
(until results are required) is 45 queries. The simplest sampling
technique according to first come first served (FCFS) is to execute
20 queries for the CD, 20 for the cartridge and 5 for the scanner,
resulting in missing 15 potential price quotes for the scanner. Obvi-
ously the shopbot’s operators can solve this problem by increasing
the shopbot’s querying capacity (e.g., buy more connection band-
width and place more servers for generating queries). However
this involves substantial costs and often does not justify the added
benefit. As an alternative for overcoming temporal overloads by
using the resources redundancy approach, we propose in this paper
that shopbots can improve their performance by being more selec-
tive in terms of the queries they choose to generate, i.e. improving
their efficiency. This approach is best illustrated in the commu-
nication networks domain, where the key for overcoming timely
congestion is not by a continuous increase in bandwidth but rather
by improving network efficiency (e.g. using traffic shaping). This
is done principally by taking advantage of the shopbot’s knowledge
of the distribution of prices. Consider the example given above and
assume (for the sake of the example) that the CD prices are uni-
formly distributed in the price range of $5-$15, the cartridge prices
are uniformly distributed over the interval of $20-$40 and the scan-
ner prices are uniformly distributed in the range of $25-$55. Table
1 summarizes the performance (in terms of the expected minimum
price found by the shopbot for the 3 products)3 of the FCFS alloca-
tion rule and an alternative allocation that takes into consideration
the distribution of prices when deciding how many queries to allo-
cate for each request.

FCFS Alternative execution
Product queries E[minPrice] queries E[minPrice]

CD 20 $5.47 11 $5.83
Cartridge 20 $20.95 15 $21.25
Scanner 5 $30 19 $26.5

Total 45 $56.43 45 $53.58

Table 1: Expected minimum price for each requested product ac-
cording to the different querying schemes

As can be seen from the table, the overall cost of buying the
3 products based on the alternative querying approach ($53.58) is
less than the one achieved when using the FCFS method ($56.43),
while allocating the same number of queries. This improvement
might seem moderate at first glimpse. However, even if we had an
option to query the 20 prices for each product, the expected overall
cost would be $52.86. Therefore, our small change in the querying
scheme brings us very close to the performance that could have
been achieved when removing the querying resource constraint.

The improvement given in the above example relates to the fact
that each product is associated with a different distribution of prices,
thus price-samples of similar sizes taken for each item will result in
different price savings. This is one of the key concepts of economic
search theory (as detailed in the following section). Our proposed
PlanBot is designed to take advantage of the above principle, and
by partially adopting complementary principles from the produc-

3The expected minimum price when querying N merchants (i.e., the min-
imum of a sample of size N ) for a uniform distribution function defined
over the interval (a, b) is given by: b+Na

N+1
.

tion management domain it continuously re-plans the series of its
future executed queries in times where demand exceeds capacity.

The main contributions of this paper are threefold: First, we
present an innovative resource-allocation based querying method-
ology for shopbots, driven by expected utilities, rather than a pre-
set querying paradigm of the type characterizing the FCFS method.
Furthermore, the proposed mechanism continuously monitors its
own performance and uses this data as an input for determining
priorities in exploiting future capacity. This enables bypassing the
need of modeling the arrival rate and future requests of users. Sec-
ond, we implement the PlanBot based on the proposed mechanism
and demonstrate its efficiency using an environment that is based on
real data. Last, we suggest several extensions to the model and ex-
plain how the mechanism can be modified to support various goals
of the shopbot’s operators (e.g., supporting different service levels,
maximizing the agent’s revenue).

In the next section we present the general guidelines adopted
from search theory and production management domains that are
used for establishing the allocation mechanism of the PlanBot, pre-
sented in Sections 3-4. The performance achieved by PlanBot in a
semi-realistic environment is depicted in Section 5. Discussion and
methods for extending the applicability of the proposed method-
ology are given in Section 6. We conclude with a discussion and
suggest further research in Section 7.

2. APPLICABLE DOMAINS
The comparison shopping agents domain has attracted the fo-

cus of researchers and developers for the past 10 years [10, 11,
12]. However, none of the work in this area has considered a sce-
nario where the shopbot needs to operate under limited capacity
constraints. The majority of the analysis concern the influence of
shopbots on retailers’ and consumers’ behavior [23, 6, 13], given
the premise that shopbots can significantly reduce search costs (as-
sociated with obtaining price information).

When adding the resources constraints a new problem arises when-
ever the shopbot cannot query all the relevant merchants for price
quotes, given its capacity and the requests it receives. Here, the
shopbot needs to prioritize the different queries, and produce an
allocation plan that maximizes some criteria. This problem en-
countered by shopbots is unique in the sense that though it shares
some of the characteristics of both classical economic search prob-
lems and scheduling/resource allocation problems in the production
management domain, it does not fully resemble any of them.

The production management domain includes many distinctive
environments in which scheduling (also referred to as planning or
allocation) is used (see [19, 14] for surveys): continuous and repet-
itive flow lines, batch flow lines, manufacturing cells, job shop,
and project (fixed site) processes. Since the scheduling problem is
inherent in many computer systems (e.g., scheduling the process-
ing of computer jobs on servers [17]), it also has been extensively
studied in computer science, resulting in many theoretical results
(optimal and approximation algorithms) for diverse variants. Usu-
ally, the goal of production systems is to use a set of resources
to accomplish a set of tasks in an order maximizing an optimiza-
tion criterion. Jobs are usually associated with due-dates and are
beneficial if fully satisfied/completed. Many heuristics have been
suggested for scheduling problems, most of them aiming to assign
some priority index to the incoming jobs waiting to be processed so
that the one with the highest priority can be selected to be processed
next [19]. Among the general rules and heuristics for determining
priorities and building schedules one can find: FCFS (first come,
first served); SPT (prioritizing according to the shortest process-
ing time first) ; EDD (prioritizing according the earliest due date) ;



Domain Similar Different
Search Theory Tasks are divisible and have deadlines;

Uncertain outcomes
Single task at a time; No new tasks arrival; Search resources are not
constrained; Search strategy is driven by search costs

Resource Allocation Multiple arriving tasks; Tasks have
deadlines; Constrained resources;

Tasks need to be fully satisfied and partial performance of a task has
no value

Table 2: Similar and different aspects of the shopbots problem in comparison to Search Theory and Scheduling/Resource allocation problems

the Hodgson Algorithm (a multi-step EDD-based algorithm); the
Lawler algorithm (for problems with precedence constraints be-
tween jobs) and other various techniques based on one or a mixture
of the above for single and multiple processors, aiming to optimize
different measures.

In our problem, the system learns about new requests only upon
their arrival and needs to react based on partial knowledge of in-
puts. This pattern can be found in on-line scheduling algorithms de-
signed for one machine or parallel machine environments (see [22]
for a survey). Many of these algorithms address problem variants
with periodicity and precedence constraints and deadlines (see [7,
1] and references therein). Here the objective function that needs to
be minimized is typically the time when the last job is completed.
Some variations allow jobs to be rejected at a certain penalty which
they then incorporate in the goal function. Other objective func-
tions which have been addressed are the total completion time, the
total flow of jobs in the system and the total waiting time. Nev-
ertheless, in the field of on-line scheduling an algorithm typically
must schedule a number of jobs or tasks without knowing how long
it will take to complete each task. A particular type of on-line al-
gorithms in which each job has to be executed in a precisely given
time interval (i.e., fixed start and end times) is known as Interval
Scheduling [16]. For example in the on-line scheduling of broad-
casts, a server is required to broadcast to clients upon request. Each
arriving request defines the requested page, an arrival time, a dead-
line in which it needs to be received in its entirety, and the weight
of the request [20]. However in these problems, if the system does
not have available resources for the job within its pre-set execution
window (or if it terminates execution before completing the job),
the job is rejected. Therefore the common performance measure of
these algorithms is the number of accepted jobs.

The main difference between production management schedul-
ing heuristics and the shopbot’s problem is that the first takes all ar-
riving jobs (requests) as indivisible entities in terms of their value.
In order to gain value, the entire task needs to be eventually pro-
cessed. The shopbot’s problem, on the other hand, concerns jobs
that have value even if partially performed (a function of the dis-
crete queries that are executed at any time before approaching the
deadline for the specific request). Furthermore, in the shopbot’s
problem, the value of a task is probabilistic and in particular, the
marginal value of each additional portion of task execution depends
on the value achieved in the execution of former portions (i.e., the
value of any additional query allocated for a task depends on the
best price found till that time in formerly executed queries).

Economic search theory, on the other hand, considers the execu-
tion of divisible tasks (see [18] for literature review). In its most
basic form, the search problem considers an individual interested
in locating an opportunity which will minimize its expected cost
(or maximize its expected utility), while the search process is as-
sociated with a search cost. The three main search models that
can be found in literature are the fixed sample size model, the se-
quential model and the variable sample size model. In the fixed
sample size model, introduced in [24], the searcher draws a sin-
gle sample where all observations are taken simultaneously. In the
sequential search strategy [21] the searcher draws one observation
at a time, allowing multiple search stages. The last search method

[9] suggests a combined approach in which several observations
may be made in any period. Attempts to adopt economic search
models (where any sample is associated with some search cost) in
agent-based electronic trading environments are suggested in [5,
15]. However, economic search models consider a single search
activity, whereas the shopbot’s problem considers multiple simulta-
neous search requests. Furthermore, while economic search theory
is driven by the tradeoff between the benefit and costs associated
with each additional query, the shopbot mainly attempts to use its
limited set of resources efficiently. Therefore, the reservation-value
based strategies that are usually offered in economic search theory
mechanisms are not applicable for the shopbot.

Table 2 describes the similarities and differences between the
shopbot’s problem and the search theory and production manage-
ment domains. The shopbot problem is unique in the sense that it
combines: (a) dynamic arrival of divisible tasks (i.e., allowing par-
tial performance levels) with deadlines; (b) limited resources/capacities
for performing these tasks; and (c) probabilistic payoff, given the
amount of resources invested in each task. Despite the inherent dif-
ferences between the shopbot’s problem and the two other domains
given above, we can adopt some of the insights discussed in these
two areas for constructing our allocation algorithm:

• The expected marginal reduction in price decreases as the
number of price queries increases.

• Sequential execution of the queries is always better than Par-
allel search (assuming there is no advantage for parallel search
in terms of the amount of required resources and the decision
horizon is not finite). While the shopbot’s problem has a fi-
nite decision horizon for each request, we will aim to take
advantage of sub-sequential scheduling patterns.

• Requests can be delayed given their different due-dates. How-
ever, by some means, the mechanism should weight delays
against the future probability of arrival of better yielding re-
quests.

In the following sections we formally describe our PlanBot shop-
bot’s model and present the mechanism it uses for selecting which
requests to process at any time point.

3. THE MODEL
We consider a shopbot that offers price comparison services for

a large set of well defined products. In order to learn the price by
which a product is offered in a given store at a given time, the shop-
bot executes a real-time query to this store. The shopbot receives
from different users requests for obtaining price quotes. We assume
requests arrive according to some arrival probabilistic function with
which the shopbot is unfamiliar and that the shopbot learns about a
new request only upon its arrival. Each arriving request is associ-
ated with a deadline by which it must be answered (defined either
directly by the user or as part of a Service Level Agreement (SLA)
with the user).

We assume that while prices are dynamically set by the stores,
the distribution of prices remains constant along time, reflecting the
level of competition associated with the said product. This assump-
tion is supported by recent empirical research in well-established



online retail markets, presenting evidence of the persistence of price
dispersion [3, 6, 4]. Furthermore, we assume that there is no cor-
relation between a merchant’s relative position in the distribution
of prices in any two consequent times. The latter assumption is,
again, based on empirical research findings of: (a) a considerable
turnover in firms’ relative positions in the distribution of prices over
time; and in particular (b) a significant variation in the identity of
the low-price firm for the same product over time [2]. The shopbot
is assumed to be familiar with the price distribution of each prod-
uct, or capable of learning it over time.4

We assume the shopbot has a fixed limited set of resources (CPU,
communication, etc.) from which a limit can be derived for the
amount of price-quote queries it is capable of maintaining in paral-
lel over each time unit. Querying different merchants suggests dif-
ferent querying times. However since the shopbot executes several
queries in parallel and since a product is offered by many merchants
and any merchant supplies many different products, we assume its
querying rate is product-independent (i.e., the number of queries
it will be able to fully execute at any given time interval does not
depend on the type of products for which it needs to supply price
quotes).

Users are assumed to be interested merely in the minimum price
found by the shopbot. Thus, the value (as perceived by the user)
encapsulated in the results returned for a request is calculated as
the difference between the minimum price found and the price ini-
tially known to the user. The applicability and extensions of the
proposed mechanism to a general utility function are discussed in
Section 6. We assume that the shopbot’s goal is to maximize the
total social welfare of its users, measured as the aggregated price re-
duction achieved. There are many reasons to maximize the overall
social welfare of shopbots’ users. For example, if the users repeat-
edly use the shopbot for different product requests, then increasing
overall social welfare will result in improving private welfare. An-
other scenario is where the shopbot is owned, operated and used
by a corporation thus attempts to maximize the corporate welfare
rather than individual welfare. Notwithstanding, we supply in Sec-
tion 6 several extensions that enable the adaptation of the proposed
mechanism to other performance measures such as maximizing the
shopbot’s profit or minimizing deviation from guaranteed SLAs.

We use P = {P1, . . . , PN} to denote the set of products for
which comparison shopping requests may be received. We use Mi

to denote the number of stores in which product Pi can be found.
We denote the price probability distribution function of product Pi

by f i(x) and its cumulative distribution function by F i(x). A re-
quest for price quotes is denoted Ri, where PRi is the requested
product, dRi denotes the deadline for this request (relative time),
tRi denotes its arrival time to the shopbot (absolute time), and
cRi denotes the price (i.e., cost) currently known to the user for
this product5. We denote the shopbot’s capacity (the number of
queries that can be executed in parallel) by C∗, and its immedi-
ate free capacity at time t by Ct. The average query execution
length is denoted by L. The shopbot’s problem is finding a strategy
S({Ri}, {mi}, {ci}, Ct) → {qi}, that determines the number of
queries that should be immediately allocated, qi, for the benefit of
each request Ri, based on a set of known requests {Ri}, the best
price {ci} found so far for the benefit of each request in {Ri}, the
number of queries already executed {mi} for the benefit of each
request in {Ri} and the available capacity Ct.

4There are several methods by which an agent can be acquainted with this
distribution function: past experience, Bayesian update, etc. [21].
5Usually we will initialize this value with the expected (mean) price of a
random quote, e.g., the expected price that could have been obtained if the
user had bought the product in one of the stores randomly.

The long term expected overall price reduction from a potential
plan can be formulated by taking into consideration the expected
immediate gain and the expected weighted aggregated gain from
the plans that will follow, based on the results of executing this
plan. This should consider all possible combinations of price quote
received for the set of queries being executed, for all possible com-
binations of known prices to start with. The calculation should also
include all the different combinations of new requests arrival and
their different due date combinations as well as the initial prices
reported by the users for each request (known prices). Thus an
optimal solution to the problem suggests solving a set of complex
equations which is obviously computationally infeasible. There-
fore our PlanBot, as detailed in the following section, is based on
a mechanism that attempts to capture expected performance as a
measure of different queries allocation worthiness.

4. ALLOCATION PRINCIPLES
In this section we describe the basic principles by which the

PlanBot was built. These do not necessarily guarantee the optimal
performance that theoretically might be achieved. However, they
well serve our goal of introducing and demonstrating the notion of
economic shopbots that can improve their performance by apply-
ing re-allocation techniques when query demands exceed capacity.
The core stages of the PlanBot’s operational cycle are:
1: loop
2: Wait for next time step.
3: Identify the effective planning horizon for current time.
4: Produce an optimal allocation (plan) for the static problem,

taking into account expected benefits from future requests.
5: Execute immediate queries according to plan.
6: Update expected performance measures (of future queries,

based on local expected performance).
7: end loop

As we demonstrate in the following sections, this mechanism
outperforms the existing queries allocation schemas (FCFS based)
and exhibits exceptional adaptation to changing load scenarios. In
the following paragraphs, we explain the above stages in our pro-
posed mechanism, and present the static 6 planning algorithm. The
main challenge of the mechanism is to identify opportunities where
it might be beneficial to delay queries associated with high im-
mediate benefit however with relatively distant deadlines and in-
stead, execute less beneficial queries associated with requests that
are about to expire. The success of the shopbot in doing this is
highly correlated with its ability to predict the probability that these
delayed queries will actually be executed in the short run, given the
fact that new requests are received along time.

4.1 Time Steps and Planning Horizon
We begin by defining the time steps used for planning. In prin-

ciple, we can use any granularity level when setting the time steps
length. The time steps length affects the frequency of our planning
process execution. More frequent planning results in better perfor-
mance, however overall it requires more computational resources.
Given the length of a time step, Lstep, each planning session will
affect the execution of C = (LstepC∗)/L queries. In order to
keep the exposition of the following paragraph simple we set the
time step to be equal to a single time unit over the standard time-
line (e.g. one second).

We use R(t) to denote the set of influencing requests at time

6The term “static problem” refers to the scheduling problem in which the
agent needs to produce a static (i.e., a non-updating) plan/schedule that
achieves the maximum expected price reduction, given the known requests
and its estimate of its own future performance.



t. The set R(t) includes all the requests for which executing ad-
ditional queries at time t (assuming not exceeding the maximum
number of known merchants) is expected to result in an increase in
the overall performance. The set R(t) can be extracted using:

R(t) = {Ri|tRi ≤ t ∧ (tRi + dRi) ≥ t ∧mRi < MPRi
} (1)

At each time t, we define our planning horizon Ht as: Ht = max{
dRi |Ri ∈ R(t)}. This is the extent of planning that needs to be
generated at time t, since none of the current requests in R(t) can
benefit from queries executed after time t + Ht. The goal of the
shopbot is to set its immediate execution plan for time t. However,
for this purpose it needs to maintain a tentative plan for queries
execution in the rest of the time steps up to the current planning
horizon, Ht. We store our plan in a matrix S of size C ·Ht (see Fig-
ure 1), where each element S[i][j] stores the request for which the
j − th query at the i− th time step (measured relative to t) should
be executed. For each element S[i][j] we use S[i][j].request to
denote the request to which this element refers, S[i][j].value to
denote the expected marginal benefit from executing this query (as-
suming that the plan in {S[x][y]|(x < i) ∨ ((x = i) ∧ (y < j))}
is executed) and S[i][j].due to denote the due date associated with
the request for which we execute this query. We update the plan
stored in S over each time step t, thus while the elements stored
in S[1] constitute the set of queries that are immediately executed,
the other elements in S are subject to changes in subsequent future
updates of S. For convenience, we assign the elements in S[i] in a
descending order (i.e., S[i][j].value ≥ S[i][l].value∀j < l).

t t+1 t+2 t+3 …

C

Planning Horizon (Ht)

timeline

I m m ediate 

execut ion

V1[ ]V|R(t)|[ ]

…

Figure 1: The planning matrix and the marginal saving vectors

As explained above, the major difficulty in delaying queries is
the estimation of their execution probability, given the uncertainty
related to the arrival of “more beneficial” requests in the near fu-
ture. Therefore, we continuously maintain our estimated expected
performance, represented as the expected marginal benefit associ-
ated with the j − th query sent at each time step. This is done by
using a vector A of size C, which is updated every time step t using
exponential smoothing:

A[j] = αA[j] + (1− α)S[1][j].value , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ C (2)

where originally A is initialized as A[j] = 0, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ C. No-
tice that updates of the elements of A are always based on the ex-
pected values of the latest executed queries, which are stored in
S[1]. Intuitively, vector A represents the expected value associated
with future arriving requests that will be scheduled alongside ex-
isting requests. Vector A plays an important role in the decision
of whether or not to delay queries (free some room for less bene-
ficial ones that have more restrictive deadlines). During temporal
overload the values of this vector are expected to rise, indicating
extended expected overall benefits due to excessive demands. The
parameter α allows us to tune the mechanism for different requests
arrival rates. When arrival rate changes are frequent, we will prefer
to use a large α value and vice versa.

4.2 Local Allocation
For each request Ri ∈ R(t) the PlanBot maintains a vector Vi

of size min(dRi ·C, MRi −mri) (this is the maximum applicable
number of queries for a request in a given planning session). The
set of vectors Vi is denoted V . Each element Vi[j] in the vector
represents the marginal expected saving from obtaining the j − th
additional price quote for request Ri, given the best price found
so far for this request, cRi . The value of Vi[j] can be calculated
according to:

Vi[j] = Ej [x/c]−Ej+1[x/c] =

Z cRi

y=0

F i(y)(1−F i(y))j−1dy (3)

where Ej [x/c] is the expected price when sampling j prices, while
already knowing a price c. As expected, Vi[j] is always positive,
i.e., there is always an improvement from increasing the number
of queries to be executed for any given request. Furthermore, the
first derivative of the integrated term is always negative, thus the
magnitude of the expected marginal improvement decreases as the
number of queries that are about to be executed for this product
increases.

Each re-planning session involves the execution of the following
algorithm:

Algorithm 1 Planning phase
Input: R(t) - set of requests; V = {V1, . . . , Vk} - set of marginal im-

provement vectors correlated with R(t)
Output: S[][] - a plan.
1: Set S[i][j].value = A[j] ∀2 ≤ i ≤ Ht, 1 ≤ j ≤ C
2: Set S[1][i].value = 0 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ C
3: while (∃i, j, k where Vk[1] > S[i][j].value ∧ dRk

> i) do
4: Set i = argmaxi{Vi[1] | Vi ∈ V }
5: Set position = argmaxx{x | S[x][y].value < Vi[1] ∧ dRi

>
x, 1 ≤ y ≤ C}

6: if (position==null) then
7: Remove Vi from the set V
8: else
9: Set num = argminy{S[position][y]|1 ≤ y ≤ C}

10: S[position][num].value = Vi[0]
11: S[position][num].request = Ri

12: S[position][num].due = dRi

13: Remove first element from Vi

14: end if
15: end while
16: return S[][]

The algorithm starts by setting the expected price reductions at
each future time (possibly from future requests) in the planning
horizon to the appropriate value in vector A (step 1). Then, at each
stage the algorithm selects the query that yields the maximum ex-
pected marginal price reduction (step 4) and schedules it in matrix
S in the latest slot that is currently associated with a smaller value
(steps 5,9-12), given the deadline of the request associated with this
query. Then it updates the value of additional potential queries for
this request by removing the first element in the vector Vi associ-
ated with that request. If the query cannot be scheduled according
to the above rule, then that vector is removed from set V . Notice
that at the end of the process, some of the elements in S remain
unallocated (since the value with which they were initialized (from
vector A) does not allow allocation). These can intuitively be seen
as queries “reserved” for future allocation for the benefit of incom-
ing requests.

THEOREM 1. Algorithm 1 results in the best allocation for the
static allocation problem (in terms of the expected price reduction
associated with it), with a complexity of O(H · C).

Proof: Consider the matrix S after executing Algorithm 1. If this
is not the best allocation, then the matrix S can be re-arranged in



a way that a set of queries Q from the different vectors in V are
now included in the matrix (and a similar number |Q| of queries,
formerly scheduled in S, are excluded). This can be seen as a set
of Q sequences of replacements in S where each sequence results
in the inclusion of a query with a value greater than the value of
the excluded query7. Assume the entering query in any of these se-
quences is for request Rv , has a value v and that it replaces the
query currently scheduled in S[i1][j1]. The replaced query can
now replace any element S[i2][j2] and the process can continue
until the final replacement is set, and the query originally sched-
uled in S[ik][jk] is removed from the planning matrix. Now notice
that given the structure of the allocation protocol given in Algo-
rithm 1 and the fact that Vi[l] is a decreasing function of l: (a)
S[i][j].value>v ∀i<dRv ; and (b) S[i][j].value < S[x][y].value
∀{i, j|S[i][j].due > x ∧ x > i}. Therefore, in order to have a se-
quence of replacements in S that results in the inclusion of a query
associated with Rv and the exclusion of element S[ik][jk] that has
a value smaller than v, one of the replacements in the sequence
should be S[a1][b1] replaces S[a2][b2], where a1 ≤ i1 ∧ a2 > i1
(otherwise, the excluded element will have a value smaller than v
according to (a)). However, according to (b) the replaced element,
S[a2][b2], has a value greater than the replacing element, S[a1][b1]
(according to (b)), and the latter element has a value greater than
v (according to (a)). Thus the value of the leaving element is in-
evitably greater than the value of the entering query (v). The main
loop (steps 3-15) executes at most H · C times since once an ele-
ment in matrix S is set, it is never replaced.

Prior to execution we replace the elements in the first vector
(S[1]) with higher value elements in S without changing the value
of the plan. This is solvable as a simple matching problem (with a
polynomial complexity) and can only improve performance (since
the static plan remains optimal). After finalizing the plan, vector
A is updated as detailed earlier in this section. Based on the ex-
ecution of the queries scheduled in S[1], the planBot updates the
values in vectors Vi according to the new ci values (i.e., the best
known prices) associated with each request. Summary data for re-
quests reaching their deadline is sent back to the originating clients,
and a new plan (starting at time t + 1, for the new horizon Ht+1)
is formed for the requests in R(t + 1) (which now includes also
newly arriving requests from time t), using the same mechanism.

5. SIMULATION
In order to demonstrate the advantages of the PlanBot opera-

tional mechanism, we constructed a synthetic environment which
is based on empirical price distributions found over the internet, as
described below.

ENVIRONMENT 1. The shopbot offers its comparison shopping
services for 100 different (real) products (mostly digital cameras,
accessories, computer hardware and peripherals and office sup-
plies) sold over the internet. The price distribution associated with
each product was set according to a set of prices collected over the
internet (using the shopbot pricegrabber.com) from real electronic
merchants (at least 30 price quotes were collected for each prod-
uct). For simplicity, we fitted each empirical distribution function
to a continuous uniform distribution (the correlation8 between the
two was at least 0.98 for each product). The number of electronic
merchants in the market, the shopbot’s capacity and the requests
arrival rate were set to be the controlled variables as follows. The
7Obviously elements initially assigned with elements from vector A cannot
participate in these sequences as these are merely expected values that are
not correlated with actual requests.
8Measured as the correlation between the cumulative distribution function
of both the empirical and the fitted function.
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number of electronic merchants for each product was initially set to
50. Requests for comparison shopping are received by the shopbot
on a timely basis, according to a Poisson arrival rate with the pa-
rameter λ = 20 (i.e., the probability of i requests arriving within a
single time step is e−2020i

i!
). Each incoming request is defined over

a product randomly drawn from the 100 products defined above.
The deadline for each request was set arbitrarily to 10 time units.
The value of the parameter α used by the shopbot was set to 0.05.
Lastly, the shopbot capacity was set to 50 queries per time unit.

The figures we present in this section are the results of 10000
time units simulation runs for each specific environment setting as
described below. Performance was measured in terms of the aver-
age cost reduction per time unit achieved throughout the simula-
tion. For comparison purposes, we also simulated the performance
of FCFS and FCFS+ shopbots in each run:
• FCFS - samples all the electronic merchants with whom it is fa-
miliar for any specific product, based on an FCFS rule (as long as
the deadline has not elapsed). This is actually the method used by
shopbots found on the World-Wide-Web today.
• FCFS+ - calculates the expected number of queries that can be
dedicated for each query: Q = (capacity/λ). Then executes
queries based on an FCFS rule, with reference to Q and the spec-
ified deadlines (i.e., if in total Q queries are executed for request
Ri then it moves to the next request Ri+1 according to the order of
arrival). Finally, if the temporal capacity allows more queries, then
the additional capacity is equally divided among existing requests.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect the parameter Mi (the number of
stores in which a product can be found) has on the performance
of the shopbots. From the graph we observe that for a relatively
small number of information sources all three shopbots exhibit sim-
ilar performance. This can be explained by the fact that for small
Mi values (e.g. Mi = 2), the agents do not reach full utilization
of their querying capacity (i.e., the agents fully query all poten-
tial stores using only part of their available C queries at each time
unit). Then, as the number of querying options increases, capac-
ity becomes a constraint and PlanBot performs significantly better
(both in comparison to the FCFS and the FCFS+ shopbots).
This is mainly due to the selective nature of our proposed mech-
anism and its replanning capabilities. It is notable that unlike the
FCFS mechanism in which performance significantly drops (due
to its obligation to cover all Mi stores for each request), the perfor-
mance of the FCFS+ mechanism remains steady. This is because
the latter method manages to equally divide the capacity among
the incoming queries thus benefiting from the relatively greater im-
provement that is associated with the initial queries of each request
(see Equation 3).

Figure 3 depicts the performance of the two mechanisms as a



function of the requests’ arrival rate λ. As expected, PlanBot out-
performs both other shopbots, and the difference between them in-
creases as the value of λ increases. This again can be explained
intuitively. Any increase in λ increases the relative load on the
shopbot, thus improves the benefit encapsulated in the re-planning
mechanism (enabling an efficient utilization of the querying re-
sources) that is inherent in our mechanism.

Recall that our planning mechanism relies on the vector A (in
which each element A[k] represents the estimated expected perfor-
mance to be achieved by the k − th query in future time). Figure
4 depicts the value of selected elements in the vector A along time
(the horizontal axis). Notice that the vector converges to steady
values for its different elements in a relatively short time from the
beginning of its operation. Once stability is reached, the values re-
main stable along time, with small fluctuations representing the self
adjustment process for local overloads.
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Figure 4: The values in the vector A along time (the box on each
curve indicates which element in the vector is described)

Finally, we measured the PlanBot’s querying capacity required
for supporting each level of service that is currently achieved with
the FCFS+ mechanism as a function of the querying capacity used
in the latter method. Table 3 depicts the results of this experiment.
As we discuss in Section 6 this can serve as an efficient planning
tool for the shopbot’s operators, which can be used for determining
the amount of computational resources needed to operate the shop-
bot. For example, in order to reach the same level of performance
that can be obtained when using 120 requests per time unit in the
FCFS+ mechanism, we only need to support 54 requests per time
unit in our proposed mechanism. This can be easily translated into
hardware and communication lines monetary equivalent savings.

FCFS+ Capacity Performance PlanBot’s Required Capacity

20 115.05 5
30 153.69 9
40 193.10 14
50 218.12 18
60 245.61 23
70 264.07 28
80 281.04 33
90 296.89 38
100 309.43 43
110 319.39 48
120 330.15 54

Table 3: Capacity-based comparison

Additional simulations, executed over randomly generated envi-
ronments, revealed similar improvement patterns as in the above.
In particular, the variance in the initial due-date of the different re-
quests was found to have an insignificant affect on the results (in
comparison to using a fixed value that equals the mean).

6. EXTENDING APPLICABILITY
In this section we discuss several important extensions of the

PlanBot’s mechanism. Our mechanism assumes that the shopbot
is familiar with (or can learn) the distribution of prices for each
requested product at any specific time. This assumption derives

from the strong empirical evidence of the persistence of price dis-
persion, as reviewed in Section 3. Nevertheless, even if the distri-
bution function dynamically changes, the agent can apply simple
mechanisms in order to learn this distribution function (e.g. using
density and interpolation or Bayesian update techniques [21]). It is
notable that the mechanism we use is not affected by the alignment
of the distributed prices along the price scale, but rather by the way
they are relatively distributed. Thus, the shopbot’s performance re-
mains unaffected even if the distribution of prices suddenly shifts
on the price scale but maintains its initial structure (e.g., due to a
taxation change).

The mechanism can be extended to guarantee any specific level
of service (in addition to due date) for every user. For example, a
user can be guaranteed a minimum number of price quotes, leav-
ing the decision of how many more quotes to obtain for the spe-
cific request to the shopbot. This merely requires a complementary
planning phase after completing the routine defined in Section 4 in
which we enforce the allocation of the required additional queries
for each request according to the same planning logic given in Al-
gorithm 1 (however while removing the condition that the entering
query must be associated with a higher marginal benefit in compar-
ison to the removed query).

Similarly, the algorithm can be adapted to maximize any shop-
bot’s revenue function that depends on its performance. For ex-
ample, consider the scenario where each arriving request specifies,
along with the product description and the due-date, the payment
the user is willing to pay for the information received (e.g., the
user is willing to pay the shopbot 2 percent of any additional price
reduction below a price of $20 for the product). If the function
defined by the user is linear (or if the marginal payment is a non-
increasing function of the marginal price reduction found) then the
necessary change is straightforward: we simply need to apply the
function specified by the user to the values stored in the vectors of
marginal benefit (Vis, taking the initial known price for the product
to be fixed - $20 in the example above) and follow the same rou-
tine specified in Section 4. For other functions (i.e., non-linear or
marginal increasing), we should adjust the assignment algorithm to
include assignments of “bulks” of queries that have a single value
(that cannot be decomposed) for the shopbot.

Another possible extension of the proposed mechanism relates
to caching techniques. Despite the empirical evidence given in
Section 3 for the significant variation in firms’ relative positions
in the distribution of prices over time (and in particular of the low-
price firm for the same product over time) we do see room for re-
querying cached merchants that offered a low price for the same
product in requests processed within the last few time steps (rather
than randomly selecting the queried merchants). This requires main-
taining a set of beliefs concerning the distribution of prices offered
by these merchants given the time elapsed since the last query for
this product. Then, the values of the marginal benefit vectors (Vi’s)
can be re-calculated according to the adjusted distribution func-
tions and the same algorithm suggested in Section 4 can be applied.
We estimate that these modifications will result in small changes in
the shopbot’s performance, since in a world of dynamic prices and
pricebots, an electronic merchant’s prices are expected to continu-
ously change [10].

Last, our mechanism assumes that the shopbot’s users are mainly
interested in minimizing their costs thus their utility is not affected
by other product attributes (e.g., shipping time, merchant’s repu-
tation, branding, reputation, trust, etc.). Assuming an elicitation
of the user’s multi-attribute utility function (based on these prod-
uct/merchant attributes) is plausible (a necessary assumption for
any algorithm/heuristic aiming to improve performance in this do-



main), a simple adaptation of the algorithm can be suggested: the
shopbot would construct the joint distribution of opportunities in
the market for any specific product according to the specific user’s
utility function and would calculate the vectors of marginal benefit
(Vis) in terms of utility. All the remaining components of the pro-
posed mechanism would remain unchanged. Obviously there are
many complementary aspects that need to be considered (such as
enforcing the revelation of the true utility function of each user).
Nevertheless, since the purpose of our mechanism is to maximize
performance given some expected utility function (either multi-
attribute utility or merely cost) these considerations are external to
this research. It is notable, however, that while this multi-attribute
utility variant is a straightforward and elegant solution, we doubt
the relevance of such adaptation, since empirical research has shown
that these factors only partially account for the variation in prices
charged for homogeneous products [3].

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Despite the vast interest in shopbots research in recent years, to

date the operation of these agents with capacity constraints has not
been investigated. As we show in this paper, this problem is unique
in the sense that it incorporates similar characteristics of both clas-
sical economic search and resource allocation theories, and yet at
the same time it does not fully resemble any of them. Our simu-
lation results suggest that there is much room for improvement in
shopbots’ performance (in comparison to the use of the traditional
FCFS strategy) in environments where comparison shopping de-
mands may exceed the shopbots’ querying capacity. Our proposed
PlanBot’s implementation is just one example of how performance
can be improved by adopting re-planning techniques throughout
the shopbot’s operational cycle.

The assumption we use, concerning the existence and stationar-
ity of the distribution of prices of each product are well grounded
and are supported by empirical research investigating prices in ecom-
merce markets. Using the distribution of prices, the PlanBot man-
ages to estimate the marginal expected price reduction for each
query it adds to any specific request in its execution plan. This,
along with the complementary allocation tuning mechanism, used
for identifying opportunities to delay the execution of beneficial
queries for the benefit of immediate execution of others, enables
significantly improved performance by the PlanBot. The improved
performance enables shopbots’ operators to supply better levels of
service to their users using the same capacity of querying resources.
Furthermore, as discussed in the previous section, the mechanism
can be adapted to fit various performance measures set by shopbot
operators. The performance difference is expected to grow as the
number of opportunities found in future markets increases (i.e., as
the number of potential merchants for each request grows) and as
the demands for shopbot services increases (i.e., as the ratio be-
tween requests and capacity grows).

An important advantage of the PlanBot is that it constantly up-
dates its beliefs concerning the expected performance associated
with future queries. This enables it to bypass the need for model-
ing the stream of incoming requests and significantly simplifies its
re-planning routine.

The extensions suggested in Section 6 improve the applicability
of the proposed method. In particular, the ability to maximize some
payoff function for the shopbot, can influence and hopefully change
the business models upon which comparison shopping agents are
currently based.
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